Shepherds Auctions
Sofas from Swoon, Mark Harris, Cavendish, Costco and
more at up to 90% off retail prices!!

Unit 1 Bealey Ind Est
Dumers Lane
Radcliffe
Lancashire
M26 2BD
United Kingdom

Ended 09 Aug 2022 19:32 BST

Lot

Description

1

1x Gilman Creek 5 Seater Power Recliner Sofa with USB Charging Points - Cream Leather - Tested Working, Excellent Condition, still
has the plastic protectors on one half - RRP œ2799

2

3 piece Sectional grey Costco Sofa in very good condition

5

1x Cavendish Upholstery 2 Seater Icon Sofa, Handmade in the UK - Aosta Deep Blue - RRP ?1799 - New and Still Wrapped From
Factory & Includes Scatter Cushions

6

1x Cavendish Upholstery Emma 2 Seater Sofa, Handmade in the UK - Stella Fire - RRP ?1799 - New, Still Wrapped from Factory & Has
Scatter Cushions Included

8

2 seater Grey Velour style button back sofa, in good condition

9

Costco 3 seater brown leather electric reclining sofa, appears to be in fairly good conditon, unchecked

11

Dark Cream Leather Electric Power Recliner With Power Headrests - Tested Working However Needs a Good Clean - RRP ?899.00.

18

1x Set of 2, Cavendish Upholstery, 2 & 3 Seater Camden Sofa Suite, Handmade in the UK - RRP for the pair is ?2799 Gracelands
Ocean Blue - New, wrapped from factory and with scatter cushions

19

Cox & Cox Deep Grey Velvet Curved Sofa RRP ??2495.00 - This product has been graded in BC condition, it is in very good condition
but may have had a custom part fitted or repair completed standard terms and conditions apply, all goods are sold as seen, viewing
before bidding is advised.

20

Swoon Landau MTO Three-Seater Sofa in Ink EasyVelvet RRP ??1599 B Grade Return with Repairs SWO-APlandauthreeevelvetinkblack-BC9134 - This product has been graded in BC condition, it is in very good condition but may have had a
custom part fitted or repair completed Standard terms and conditions ap ...[more]

21

1 x Made.com Samona Pillowtop Footstool Natural Cotton & Linen Mix RRP ?475

22

Mark Harris Furniture Anneliese Grey Velvet Left Facing Chaise Sofa RRP ô?2499.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good
condition but are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and
products may have marks, dirt, or signs ...[more]

23

Mark Harris Furniture Highgrove Grey Linen 3 Seater Sofa RRP ô?2399.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good condition but
are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and products may have
marks, dirt, or signs of being pr ...[more]

24

Mark Harris Furniture Maxim Right Facing Green Velvet Chaise Sofa RRP ô?3199.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good
condition but are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and
products may have marks, dirt, or signs of ...[more]

25

Mark Harris Furniture Liv Chesterfield Grey Fabric Two Seater Sofa RRP ¶œ1799.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good
condition but are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and
products may have marks, dirt, or signs o ...[more]

26

Mark Harris Furniture Camara Chesterfield Grey Linen Armchair RRP ¶œ1599.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good
condition but are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and
products may have marks, dirt, or signs of bei ...[more]

27

Mark Harris Furniture Brooklyn Green Velvet Accent Chair RRP ¶œ899.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good condition but
are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and products may have
marks, dirt, or signs of being pre ...[more]

29

Mark Harris Furniture Mark Harris Grey velvet 2 seater sofa RRP ¶œ00.00 - The items in this lot are thought to be in good condition but
are known to have various faults some of which are pictured or described. This lots contains customer returns and products may have
marks, dirt, or signs of being p ...[more]

